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Abstract
Manufacture of aircraft gearbox elements requires control of gear geometric parameters at different stages of
technological process. In case of measurement of gear wheels using modern technologies based on numerical
machines, measurement process is based on processing of numerical data obtained by measurement using coordinate
measuring machines.
The goal of this paper is to present the measurement process of gears, using coordinated optical scanner ATOS II
TripleScan by GOM, equipped with a turntable. The aim of this study is to develop and execute the analysis accuracy
of the geometry of the gear of aeronautical dual-power path gear after the roughing operation using optical
coordinate measuring methods. Executed research will enable the detection of errors occurring in the machining
process and to determine the value of founded the machining allowance finishing in relation to the CAD model.
Using coordinate measuring technique, one can specify a set of methods and procedures for the designation of the
complex dimensions of physical objects and transform them into a computer program space of coordinate measuring
devices.
On this basis, it is possible to determine the accuracy of the gear wheel as the workpiece prior to heat treatment.
The results will be the basis to determine the effect of heat treatment on changes in the geometry of the gear and the
benchmark for determining the correctness of the finishing.
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1. Introduction
The need to maintain high precision and repeatability of manufactured products forces the need
to apply advanced methods of control of dimensions and shapes. Therefore methods for verification
of correctness of products in a relatively short period of time assuring required accuracy become
essential.
A branch of coordinate techniques subject to continuous development and meeting the
requirements for coordinate measuring devices are optical methods. They are being used increasingly
by leading manufacturers of automotive, aeronautical or electronic industry.
Undoubted advantage of optical measurements is the speed of measurement compared to the
typical measurement systems with contact measuring probe. Items with complex shapes are easier
to measure by means of non-contact methods, because measurement done with a coordinate
measuring machine due to the need to gather a large number of measuring points is difficult and
therefore time-consuming.
This applies also to verifying the accuracy of making gears with the optical scanner ATOS II
TripleScan with 'blue light. Applying the scanner in combination with a turntable in the process of
measurement, gave opportunities to significantly reduce the time of measurement. 3D ATOS II
TripleScan, which uses blue light during the process of digitising a surface for the purpose of
projecting stripes, creates possibilities for a comprehensive dimensional and shape analysis
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of gears. In addition, getting the full wheel geometry allows an analysis of precision of changes of
its geometry at different stages of the fabrication process.
The research carried out during accomplishing the task aimed at gaining the full geometry of
a spur gear of a dual-power path gearing which makes it possible to verify deformations of the
wheel after heat treatment (Fig. 1). For this reason, the digitisation process has been carried out
after completing the roughing machining, and the gained geometry has been referred to a standard
3D-CAD model. On this basis, specific values of deviations from the assumed surplus for aftermachining have been specified and the geometry has been verified at this stage of fabrication.

Fig. 1. Measuring the gear wheel for aeronautical dual-power path gearing by means of optical 3D scanner ATOS II
TripleScan

The surface 3D model of the digitised wheel obtained as a result of measurements will be used
in later stages as a reference model in order to determine deformation arising during heat
treatment. It will allow to determine correctness of the assumed geometry of the gear's hub and
disk and to make adjustments in order to eliminate possible undesirable deformations.
2. The process of measuring the gear of aeronautical dual-power path gearing by means of
3D Atos II TrilpeScan with a turntable
The process of measuring the spur gear of aeronautical dual-power path gearing applying 3D
Atos II TrilpeScan has been carried out with the use of turntable which enabled its automation and
as a result reduced the duration time. Before the measurement, the measured gear has been
adequately prepared through placing reference points on its surface required to connect individual
fragments of geometry (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The measured gear with reference points marked on it

After preparing the model to measure, this process has been carried out in several locations of
the measuring system, so as to assure gaining full geometry of the gear to be measured. The
number of steps that has been used in every rotation of the scanner around the rim has been set at
36 and made all the teeth visible in lenses of cameras (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. The GomInspection scanner software window during the process of digitizing using a turntable

In order to implement measurement ensuring the possibility of obtaining complete geometry of
the gear along with its hub, it has been conducted in two independent measurement series which
after compounding created a surface model of the test gear.
Some irregularities arising in the course of measurement have been removed and missing parts
have been completed and now having the surface 3D geometry of the research model, we have
imported the standard 3D-CAD model into the environment of inspection software. Then the
procedure of basing the pattern with respect to controlled geometry has been executed (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Combining the CAD model with the surface model of the measured gear after the coordinate system
is eventually defined

3. The analysis of the measurement results
The basis of analysing the accuracy of geometry representation in Atos II TripleScan scanning
system is an analytical 3D model of the gear. Applying 3D optical scanner and the methodology
developed for measurement of gears allowed metrologically valid measurement of geometric
characteristics which determine the accuracy of the measured spur gear of aeronautical dual-power
path gearing after roughing stage and before heat treatment.
3.1. A global analysis
After accomplishing basing stage of the tested geometry in relation to the standard CAD
model, general information about geometric deviations of the whole gear has been obtained. With
regard to the nominal outline, deviations of all single points of measurement are calculated and
due to their number the deviations are visualized as a colourful map. Such a picture of deviations
visualizes critical places of the measured gear to be subject to detailed analysis. The analysis has
been made comprehensively (Fig. 5) in accordance with basing coordinate system on the actual
axis of rotation of the gear.
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After analyses carried out in this way, one can define inspection points and dimensions that are
included in the measuring plan. Critical areas can be clarified and documented for further analysis.

Fig. 5. The global analysis of deviations of the gear surfaces on the CAD model

3.2. A local analysis
Local areas of the gear were subject to analysis of detail geometry (Fig. 6). In addition to the
control of the geometry we also obtained the relative position of individual characteristics. The
analysis of surface deviations for selected teeth of the gear rims gave a picture of deviations for
established allowances for after-machining. In addition, it allowed to detect the distribution of the
largest deviations and helped to determine further course of proceedings.

Fig. 6. An exemplary local analysis of deviations of a selected tooth side

The local analysis carried out in the way presented above on two representative teeth showed
that allowances for after-machining are greater than the ones assumed in manufacturing process
documentation. It also gave grounds to adopt a verification strategy of gear geometry of the test
gear rims in intersections perpendicular to the axis of the gear and to check the accuracy of
representation of the tooth line.
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3.3. An analysis in cross-sections
The created inspection cross-sections enabled a deeper analysis of the accuracy of the gear
fabrication in critical areas. GOM Inspection software allows to generate a cross-section through
measurement data and CAD design data. The deviations of these two cross-sections are also
shown in different colours. At selected points one can attach information about a value of
a deviation and whether it is within a specified tolerance.
On the basis of obtained results of research we carried out an inspection of the outline of 5 crosssections of toothed-wheel rim perpendicular to the gear axis. Fig. 7 shows an example of distribution
of deviations on a cross-section on the outline of the gear in relation to the CAD model.
Moreover, Fig. 8 shows the arrangement of analysis of detailed deviations in relevant crosssections on selected teeth located every 120° on the toothed-wheel rim. Fig. 9 shows a detailed
distribution of deviations in specified locations along with their values.
As is clear from the analysis of tooth profiles made along the whole circumference of the rim
and the detailed analysis in representative areas, the allowances that have been received during the
processing of the gear, are twice as big as the assumed ones. In addition, the distribution of
deviations indicates unevenness in scale in all cross-sections made during the analysis.

Fig. 7. The analysis of profile deviations on cross-section 1

Fig. 8. The distribution of areas of executing the profile analysis on cross-section 1
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Fig. 9. The analysis of profile deviations on cross-section 1 - position 1

The results obtained in the first two cross-sections suggest that a part of the circumference has
too small outer diameter of gear blank. However, as the values of deviations indicate after making
the full tooth profiles , at the stage of finishing, it is possible to get the full tooth depths. Therefore,
there is a possibility of varying the thickness of the improved layer on the circumference of the rim.
In the process of analysing the accuracy of making the test gear of the aeronautical dual-power
path gearing we also carried out a verification of correctness of tooth line representation. On the
surface geometry received during the measurement of the test gear we made a cross-section of the
rim with a cylinder having the reference diameter which allowed to determine the value of
deviation from 3D-CAD nominal contour line. The layout of representative teeth to be verified is
shown in Fig. 10, while detailed analysis is illustrated in Fig. 11. They indicate that deviations in
a tooth line position have appeared as a result of roughing and they are consistent with the values
of deviations of the tested teeth profiles.

Fig. 10. The analysis of tooth line deviations with the layout of making it
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Fig. 11. The detailed analysis of tooth line deviations- position 1

However, with actual machining allowance that has been done, the error of the position of teeth
lines is possible to correct. In this connection, as well as on the outline and the diameter of the gear
blank, as a result of finishing after heat treatment, there is a possibility of varying the thickness of
the improved layer along the width of the rim.
4. Conclusions
The carried out analysis of accuracy done by means of Atos II TripleScan 3D scanner of the
test spur gear of dual-power path gearing after roughing and before heat treatment, allowed a quick
determination of the actual accuracy of fabrication.
Making gears, which have a 3D-CAD model, make it possible to apply a measurement strategy
based on referring the actual geometry to a nominal model.
As a result of the carried out measurements and the process of inspection aiming at verifying
the correctness of mapping of the assumed parameters, the received reports define too big
allowances for after-machining. In addition, they result in conclusions concerning non-uniformity
of scale representation and tooth line of the gear.
Combining individual errors, on the basis of the tests one can come to conclusion that the
execution errors in the test gear are possible to eliminate during the final treatment. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the gear crafted as part of the test was to enable checking roughing process
and detecting possible deformations resulting from heat treatment.
The 3D geometry of the test wheel obtained in the process of scanning will serve as a reference
model to determine the possible deformations of geometry of the hardened and tempered gear. The
test gear will be subject to a scanning process again and to an analysis with respect to the geometry
obtained directly after roughing machining.
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